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SUMMARY This work presents a full-chip RLC crosstalk budgeting routing flow to generate a high-quality routing design under stringent crosstalk constraints. Based on the cost function addressing the sensitive nets in visited global cells for each net, global routing can lower routing congestion as well as coupling effect. Crosstalk-driven track routing minimizes capacitive coupling effects and decreases inductive coupling effects by avoiding placing sensitive nets on adjacent tracks. To achieve inductive crosstalk budgeting optimization, the shield insertion problem can be solved with a minimum column covering algorithm which is undertaken following track routing to process nets with an excess of inductive crosstalk. The proposed routing flow method can identify the required number of shields more accurately, and process more complex routing problems than the linear programming (LP) methods. Results of this study demonstrate that the proposed approach can effectively and quickly lower inductive crosstalk by up to one-third.
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1. Introduction

Modern integrated circuit design and manufacturing technologies continue to grow towards rising clock frequencies and declining feature size. A side effect of this trend is that interconnections tend to be adversely affected by delays, since interconnection resistance is inversely proportional to wire width and height. Hence, wires are frequently designed with high height to width aspect ratios to alleviate this side effect. However, a high aspect ratio of a wire (tall wire) raises the plate area of its coupling capacitance with its adjacent wires, and produces capacitive crosstalk. As well as short-range capacitive coupling effects, long-range inductive coupling effects also become essential to successful high-speed circuit design. Therefore, the crosstalk budgeting interconnection optimization problem, as one vital source of signal integrity, needs to be addressed in high-performance VLSI design [1].

Net ordering algorithms have been demonstrated to separate sensitive nets to reduce crosstalk effect [2]–[4]. Shield utilization rate has been discussed in previous publications [5], [6], describing the simultaneous shield insertion and net ordering approach for lowering capacitive and inductive crosstalk. Xiong et al. first explored full-chip routing optimization with RLC crosstalk budgeting [7]. A three-phase method following a global router solves the full-chip routing optimization problem with RLC crosstalk budgeting for every sink. First, the crosstalk bound at every sink is distributed to every visited global region using linear-programming (LP) based scheme; second, a simulated annealing based shield insertion and net ordering (SINO) algorithm inserts shields and reorders the net segments in a global region to reduce the coupling effect, and finally, a local refinement algorithm removes previously inserted shields without inducing crosstalk violations. A large runtime of over ten thousands seconds for a circuit with less than 1,000 nets is the limitation of Xiong’s work.

Conventional global routing and detailed routing design flow cannot effectively model the crosstalk optimization problem, since global routing has no track information, significantly lowering the accuracy of crosstalk calculation. Conversely, detailed routing determines the physical dimensions and locations of interconnections, but its high computation load makes additional constraints difficult to impose on the routing model. Thus, the purification of a simple two-stage routing model targeting crosstalk-budgeted routing optimization is essential. Shabir et al. [8] developed track routing as an intermediate process between global and detailed routings. Routing is then performed in three stages, global routing, track routing, and detail routing. Global routers identify the routing regions (global cells) adopted in the detailed routing stage for every net. Conversely, every global cell knows the nets that will pass through it in the detailed routing stage. Track routing derives the track position of every net in a global cell. Since track routing simultaneously manages a series of global cells, called a panel, the path of a net is straighter using this method than by the maze routing algorithm. Furthermore, track routing fixes the track position of every processed net, making the coupling effect estimation more accurate than in global routing Therefore, coupling minimization methods developed in the track routing stage are realistic.

This investigation addresses the minimum shield insertion problem on full-chip RLC crosstalk budgeting routing based on three-stage routing flow. In global routing, crosstalk and congestion are simultaneously considered by determining the number of sensitive nets of the routed net and the space ratio of available tracks to total tracks. Track routing considers crosstalk minimization as well as track utilization. One difference between the proposed algorithm...
and previous works is that IRoute is only marked as processed instead of being removed from the overlap graph, which helps track routing prefer to place the IRoutes close to the high density zone so as to increase track utilization. Finally, the minimum shield insertion problem is converted into a minimum column covering problem by creating an LSK reduction table containing critical regions for shield insertion. LSK slack on every crosstalk violation path, and LSK reduced value after shield insertion in every region. This method predicts the number of required shields more accurately than the linear programming method, and can efficiently process large designs.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Sensitivity and Crosstalk Evaluation

The inductive crosstalk between two wire segments becomes increasingly significant as the operating clock frequencies of integrated circuits continues to rise. Xiong et al. [7] presented a simple yet efficient inductive crosstalk estimation model, called length-scaled Keff (LSK) model. The coupling coefficient between two wire segments \( n_i t \) and \( n_j t \) can be adopted to portray their inductive crosstalk, where \( n_i \) denotes the wire segment of net \( n_i \) in the routing region \( t \) and its value is the track number of \( n_i t \) in the routing region \( t \). The coefficient is defined as Eq. (1):

\[
K_{it,jt} = \frac{M_{it,jt}}{\sqrt{L_{it} \cdot L_{jt}}},
\]

where \( M_{it,jt} \) denotes the mutual inductance between \( n_i t \) and \( n_j t \), and \( L_{it} \) and \( L_{jt} \) denote the self-inductance for \( n_i t \) and \( n_j t \) under the loop inductance model [7]. In Fig. 1(a), \( s_y \) and \( s_x \) are shielding signals (such as power and ground signals) in the routing region \( t \) and their values are the track numbers of \( s_y t \) and \( s_x t \) in the routing region \( t \). A simple yet effective Length-Scaled Keff (LSK) model has been proposed for the application of inductive crosstalk estimation in computation intensive tasks, including routing problems [7]. The value of \( K_{it,jt} \) ranges between 0 and 1, and is derived using Eq. (2):

\[
K_{it,jt} = \frac{f(i,t) + g(j,t)}{2},
\]

where \( f(i,t) = (n_i t - s_y t)/(n_i t - s_y t) \) and \( g(j,t) = (s_x t - n_j t)/(s_x t - n_j t) \). Since a net segment may be sensitive to several net segments, the total amount of inductive crosstalk induced on the net segment \( n_i t \) can be measured using Eq. (3):

\[
K_i = \sum_{j \neq i} S_{ij} \times K_{it,jt}, \tag{3}
\]

where \( S_{ij} = 1 \) if net segment \( n_j t \) is sensitive to net segment \( n_i t \). Since \( K_i \) is designed for fixed-length wire segments, the LSK value of net \( n_i \) at its \( j \)th sink is defined using Eq. (4):

\[
LSK_{ij} = \sum_{t \in H_{ij}} l_t \times K_{it}, \tag{4}
\]

where \( H_{ij} \) is the union of those passed routing regions by the route of the \( j \)th sink of net \( n_i \), and \( l_t \) is the length of routing region \( t \).

2.2 Noise-Bound Model

In this study, the crosstalk optimization problem is explored to create a capacitive crosstalk-free and bounded inductive crosstalk track routing result. Capacitive crosstalk induced by two sensitive nets is assumed to be eliminated by placing these two nets on two non-adjacent tracks. The inductive crosstalk induced by two net segments separated by a shielding wire is assumed to be small enough to be ignored. For net segments located between two shielding wires, the amount of inductive crosstalk for every source-to-sink path of a net cannot exceed a given LSK\(_{\text{max}}\) value.

2.3 Track Routing

Global routers partition routing regions into an array of global cells. The top section of Fig. 2(a) shows a 13×5 array of global cells. A panel is referred to as a series of global cells. For instance, every horizontal/vertical panel in Fig. 2(a) comprises 13/5 continuous global cells. A net
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**Fig. 1** Illustration of coefficient \( K_{it,jt} \) in [7].
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**Fig. 2** (a) A routing region with 13×5 global cells and one horizontal panel contains 10 IRoute; (b) associated overlap graph and bipartite matching graph of the horizontal panel in (a).
totally crossing over a global cell is named an IRoute and processed in track routing. Track routing completes the track assignment of one panel at a time [8]. The bottom figure in Fig. 2(a) displays an assignment of ten IRoutes in a five-track horizontal panel. Track routing first constructs an overlap graph. Every node of an overlap graph represents an IRoute, and an edge connects two nodes if their related IRoutes overlap. The left figure of Fig. 2(b) displays the overlap graph of the panel in Fig. 2(a). The assignability of an IRoute to every track in a panel can be modeled as a bipartite matching graph, where an edge connects an IRoute node and a track node only if this IRoute can be placed in this track, as shown in the right figure of Fig. 2(b). In Fig. 2(b), every IRoute node connects to every track node, since this panel has no pre-placed blockage. Two nets are regarded as sensitive nets for crosstalk if their IRoutes overlap, in which case placing them on adjacent tracks induces crosstalk effects. Placing two sensitive nets on non-adjacent tracks is assumed to eliminate capacitive crosstalk in this work. A sensitivity graph is constructed by connecting an edge between two nets whose coupling sensitivity is defined. The maximum clique of a sensitivity graph determines the lower bound of the required track number for producing a capacitive-coupling-free track assignment.

In [9], the first proposed crosstalk-driven track routing repeatedly identifies a maximum clique, say $CQ_{\text{max}}$, from the overlap graph and then invokes the minimum weighted Hamiltonian path (minimum overlapping length) in $CQ_{\text{max}}$ to place all IRoutes of the clique in the panel. All nodes in the maximum clique are removed from the overlap graph and subsequent iterations continue until all the nodes in the overlap graph are processed.

3. Flow and Algorithm

The proposed routing flow is composed of three stages: (1) crosstalk and congestion-driven global routing, (2) crosstalk-driven track routing, and (3) minimum column covering based shield insertion.

3.1 Crosstalk- and Congestion-Driven Global Routing

Xiong et al. [7] demonstrated that the number of inserted shielding wires of a net in a region rises with its sensitivity rate in this region while the inductive crosstalk bound is fixed, where the sensitivity rate of a net in a region is given by the ratio of the number of its aggressors in this routing region to the total number of nets in this routing region. Thus the number of required shielding wires in a global cell for a global routing result is also proportional to the number of sensitive nets arranged to cross the global cell. Restated, seeking a global routing using the minimum number of shielding wires can be transformed into seeking a global routing with the minimum number of sensitive nets arranged in every global cell. The total wire length required to cross global cells without sensitive nets, is probably significantly greater than that with sensitive nets. To balance routing quality and number of shielding wires, the cost function of crosstalk- and congestion-driven global routing in evaluating a passing routing region is defined as:

$$\text{Cost} = \alpha \times N_t + \beta \times \frac{N_t}{N_f} + \gamma \times L + C_v + C_p, \quad (5)$$

where $N_t$ is the number of signals that interfere with the subject signal in the region; $N_f$ is the total number of tracks in the routing region; $N_f$ is the number of available tracks in the region; $L$ is the length of the routing region; $C_v$ denotes the via cost, and $C_p$ denotes the routing cost in the preferred direction. The first term of the equation uniformly disperses sensitive signals to all routing regions; the second term distributes congestion over all routing regions, and the last three terms evaluate routing quality.

3.2 Crosstalk-Driven Track Routing

Crosstalk-driven track routing focuses on generating a capacitive crosstalk-free and minimum inductive crosstalk track routing result. The first crosstalk-driven track routing algorithm iteratively discovers a maximum clique and assigns the IRoutes within it [9]. A clique can be regarded as a zone in routing region. The zone-based algorithm may lower track utilization and fail in the completion of track routing since the vicinal region of $CQ_{\text{max}}$ is probably of high density too and should have a high priority to be processed. In this work, we proposed an improved zone-based track routing algorithm to better the assignment order of the IRoutes in the zones next to $CQ_{\text{max}}$. Traditional zone-based algorithm eliminates the nodes in $CQ_{\text{max}}$. The nodes next to the nodes in $CQ_{\text{max}}$ get decreasing degree and tend to be skipped in the next iteration. In Fig. 3(a), traditional zone-based algorithm is employed to complete the track assignment problem in Fig. 2(a). The top part of Fig. 3(b) displays the process of zone identification. The first $CQ_{\text{max}}$ contains nodes $a$, $c$, $f$, $h$, and $j$. The dotted edges in the overlap graph are the edges of $CQ_{\text{max}}$. After assigning all nodes in $CQ_{\text{max}}$, all edges connecting these five nodes are eliminated as shown in the top right part of Fig. 3(b), where the nodes with dotted borders represent the IRoutes that have been well placed. Thus second maximum clique identification finds the clique containing nodes $b$, $e$, $g$, and $i$. Under the sensitivity constraint in Fig. 3(a), the assignment order ($g$, $b$, $e$, $i$) is one possible solution with minimum coupling capacitance and shown in Fig. 3(b). However, IRoute $g$ occupies the resource of the remaining unassigned IRoute $d$. Therefore, to remedy this problem, the nodes of $CQ_{\text{max}}$, say $NO_{\text{max},g}$, are only marked as processed rather than being eliminated from the overlap graph. If a node in $NO_{\text{max},g}$ only links to the other nodes in $NO_{\text{max},g}$, then all the edges of this node are removed to avoid influencing further zone identification since its connecting neighbors have been processed.

The adaptive zone-based algorithm gives the neighbors of $NO_{\text{max},g}$, high priority for subsequent processing if they are also of high degree. Figure 3(c) displays the assignment result of the proposed enhanced zone-based algorithm. After
3. Process IRoutes in $SCQ_{\text{max}}$ in decreasing order of their node degree and assign each IRoute to its bottommost feasible track. A feasible track is an assignable track and is placed non-adjacent to any previously placed IRoutes in $SCQ_{\text{max}}$ to avoid inducing coupling capacitance. For instance, if $SCQ_{\text{max}}$ has three IRoutes and six tracks are all available to three IRoutes, then the three IRoutes are assigned to Tracks 1, 3 and 5.

4. Remove $SCQ_{\text{max}}$ from $S_s$ and go to step 2 if $S_s$ is not empty.

The above process ensures that no IRoute is placed next to its sensitive IRoutes. If a sensitive-free placement cannot be realized with current track resource, then IRoute is placed on the track that results in the minimum overlapping length. The assignment of a $CQ_{\text{max}}$ is displayed using the IRoutes in Fig. 2 and their sensitivity graph in Fig. 3(a). The first maximum clique $CQ_{\text{max}}$ contains IRoute $a, c, f, h$ and $j$. IRoute set $(a, c, f, h, j)$ is its related sensitive sub-graph $S_s$, and the first maximum clique $SCQ_{\text{max}}$ from $S_s$ is also $(a, c, f, h, j)$. Since the number of available tracks equals to the number of IRoutes in $SCQ_{\text{max}}$, minimum weighted Hamiltonian path algorithm is employed to determine the minimum-coupling assignment order of $SCQ_{\text{max}}$. The found order is $a\cdot h\cdot f\cdot j\cdot c$ (from bottom to top). The second $CQ_{\text{max}}$ is $(a, d, f, h, j)$ and only IRoute $d$ is unprocessed. The last $CQ_{\text{max}}$ is $(b, e, g, i)$ and related sensitive sub-graph $S_s$ contains a clique of degree 3 (IRoutes $e, g$ and $i$) and a separate node (IRoute $b$). Thus $SCQ_{\text{max}}$ contains IRoutes $e, g$ and $i$ and are distributed to tracks 5, 3 and 1 respectively. The initial track assignment result is thus obtained and shown in Fig. 3(c).

The initial track routing does not yield minimum inductive crosstalk; it can be further refined with Tabu search [10], [11]. Tabu search is an optimization algorithm similar to simulated annealing except that it stores all local optimal solutions found so far in a list to avoid trapping in the same local optimality in subsequent operation. The local optimum is defined as the best solution identified within a predefined number of iterations. Since the time taken by this searching process lengthens significantly as the number of problem instances rises, Tabu search is designed to be invoked after the assignment of each maximum clique instead of each panel to lower the problem instance size. If Tabu search is employed after the initial track routing, then the required track routing time for the whole routing region becomes very large thus slowing down the track routing. Therefore, the original flow of track routing is updated by placing the Tabu search behind the assignment of each maximum clique. The Tabu search only randomly moves newly placed IRoutes. The cost function is defined as:

$$Cost_{\text{tabu}} = \sum_i \sum_{j \in S_{ij}} \left( nb_{ij} \cdot SC_{\text{const}} + \overline{nb_{ij}} \cdot LSK_{ij} \right),$$  

where $S_{ij} = \{ 0 \}$ if IRoutes $i$ and $j$ are (not) sensitive to each other; $nb_{ij} = \{ 1 \}$ and $\overline{nb_{ij}} = \{ 0 \}$ if IRoutes $i$ and $j$ are (not) placed in adjacent tracks; $SC_{\text{const}}$ is a large constant for penalizing poor placement of two sensitive IRoutes in
adjacent tracks, and $LSK_{ij}$ is the inductive crosstalk effect derived from the LSK model in Eq. (4).

The Tabu search gains better effects for the panels with more empty tracks. For the congested panels, less available move can be applied and thus coupling decrease is not available. The assignment in Fig. 3(c) is an example of congested panel. Figure 4 shows another example of loose panel that illustrates the proposed crosstalk-driven track routing, where its sensitivity graph is displayed at the left top part of Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(a) displays the track routing result of the first maximum clique $(a, d, f)$ Tabu search moves IRoute $a$ rather than IRoute $d$ upwards to yield a minimum $Cost_{tabu}$ since $d$ is not sensitive to $f$. The next identified maximum clique is $(b, d, f)$ and only IRoute $b$ needs to be placed. The bottommost available track is track 3, as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). IRoute $b$ is the only candidate for random move in the following Tabu search and is moved to track 4 (Fig. 4(c)). Figure 4(c) shows the initial track routing result of the last maximum clique $(c, e)$. Tabu search moves IRoute $c$ from track 3 to track 4 (Fig. 4(d)).

3.3 Minimum Column Covering Based Shield Insertion

Every processed source-to-sink path in the track routing has its accumulated $LSK$ value after the track routing stage. If the $LSK$ value of a source-to-sink path is larger than $LSK^{\max}$, then a crosstalk violation occurs and this path has a negative $LSK$ slack value, which is defined as the difference between $LSK^{\max}$ and $LSK$. This section presents a shield-
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Fig. 4 (a) Initial assignment of the clique $(a, d, f)$; (b) move IRoute $a$ from track 3 to 4 after Tabu search and assign clique $(b, d, f)$; (c) move IRoute $b$ from track 3 to 4 after Tabu search and assign clique $(c, e)$; (d) move IRoute $c$ from track 3 to 4 after Tabu search.
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Fig. 5 Example of a net containing three source-to-sink paths ($A \rightarrow B$, $A \rightarrow C$, and $A \rightarrow D$), where $LSK$ values all exceed $LSK^{\max}$.
3, 4 and 5 are selected for shielding wire insertion based on Eq. (7). Routing regions 1 and 2 are applied by a single path (A→B); routing regions 4 and 5 are shared by two paths (A→B and A→D), and routing region 3 is shared by all three paths. Moreover, assume that the LSK slack values of these three paths are $-27$, $-5$ and $-10$. The minimum shielding wire insertion problem can then be transformed into a minimum column covering problem by putting in a table, called LSK reduction table, all information, including the LSK slack values, the path set $P_{si}$, and all critical regions. Figure 6 displays an LSK reduction table comprising all information in the top two rows and the left column, where the left column shows the critical regions; the topmost row illustrates the path set $P_{si}$, and the data below the path set $P_{si}$ indicate the LSK slack values of the paths. An empty item in the row of routing region $i$ and the column of path $j$ denotes the reduced amount of LSK on path $j$ resulting from placing a shielding wire in routing region $i$. If path $j$ does not pass by routing region $i$, then the related item is always blank. Apart from the blank item, all items in a row have the same value since their values corresponds to the reduced amount of LSK in a routing region.

To determine the reduced amount of LSK in every routing region, the reduced amount of LSK in every possible insertion case is derived by Eq. (3). Figure 7 shows an example for estimating the reduced amount of LSK in a routing region. Four nets pass by this routing region ($n_2$, $n_4$, $n_5$ and $n_7$) and LSK reduction is intended for net $n_4$, which is sensitive to nets $n_2$ and $n_7$. The available tracks for accommodating shielding wires are tracks 1, 3 and 6. Since putting shielding wire on track 1 does not separate any two sensitive nets, this track is not considered for inserting shielding wire. The new $K$ value of net $n_4$ in the case of putting shielding wire on track 3 is 0.25 while that placing it on track 6 is 0.5. For instance, if shielding wire is placed on track 3, then the track number of every track above the new shielding wire must be decreased by 3, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In this case, shielding wire is placed on track 3 and the reduced $K$ value is $1.04 - 0.25 = 0.79$.

After calculating the reduced amount of LSK in every routing region, the LSK reduction table looks like the table in Fig. 6. The shielding wire insertion then becomes a minimum column covering problem. Whenever a row is chosen (a shielding wire is inserted in this region), the LSK slack values of the item value is added to the columns with a non-empty table item in this row. For instance, region 3 is chosen to place a shielding wire and the shielding effect contributes to all three paths, whose LSK slack values are incremented by 7. Furthermore, path $C$ becomes free from crosstalk violation since its LSK slack value becomes positive. If a path becomes crosstalk-violation-free, then its associated column is said to be covered. Row selection scheme obeys the following two rules.

**Rule 1.** If a column has only one non-empty table item, then the row containing this item must be selected.

**Rule 2.** The row selection approach first selects the rows that cover the maximum number of columns. If there is a tie, then the rows with the maximum number of non-empty table items are selected. If there is still a tie, then the scheme selects the rows that reduce most LSK.

This process repeats until all columns are covered or all rows are selected. If all critical routing regions have been employed, and at least one column is not covered, then the next round of critical region selection based on Eq. (7) and minimum column covering operation is performed. The entire flow ends if all columns are covered or no region is available for shielding wire insertion. In Fig. 6, region 3 is selected with **Rule 2** in the first round to make column $C$ covered. In the second round, region 4 is selected with **Rule 1**. The row selection approach first selects the rows that cover the maximum number of columns. If there is a tie, then the rows with the maximum number of non-empty table items are selected. If there is still a tie, then the scheme selects the rows that reduce most LSK.
2 such that column \( D \) becomes covered.

In the third round, region 1 is selected with Rule 2 to achieve the maximum LSK reduction. Region 5 is selected with Rule 2 to cover column \( B \) in the last round. Figure 8 illustrates the shielding wire insertion algorithm.

4. Experimental Results

All algorithms were implemented with the C++ programming language. One set of benchmarks was adopted and run on a SunBlade 2000 workstation with 1 GHz CPU and 2G RAM. Table 1 lists the statistics of six benchmark circuits. In these benchmark circuits, the sensitivity rate of each net was assumed to reach 50%, i.e., every signal was sensitive to half the number of other nets. The sensitive nets of every net were randomly generated. The LSK bound adopted by Xiong et al. [7] was 1000. This work applied an LSK bound of 5000 for the first two circuits and 10000 for the others because the circuit complexity measured by the number of nets was 10–20 times that in [7].

4.1 Statistics of Track Routing and Shield Insertion

Table 2 displays the comparison of track routing between the proposed work and that in [9]. The platform used in [9] is the same as ours. Track routing in this work includes the proposed enhanced zone-based algorithm and Tabu search algorithm. It is worth of noting that the goals of these two works are different. In the work of [9], track routing is to identify a solution with minimum coupling length between any two adjacent IRoutes, and minimum weighted Hamiltonian path algorithm is employed to every found IRoute clique for determining the IRoute ordering in the panel. As a result, the required runtime is relative large in [9]. On the other hand, this work adopts the sensitivity constraints defined by users and separates two I Routes with sensitivity relation on non-adjacent tracks. Thus a simple and fast algorithm based on the decreasing order of node degree in \( SCQ_{max} \) is applied to the I Routes with sensitivity constraints in the identified clique. As a result, the number of applying minimum weighted Hamiltonian path algorithm in this work is much less than that in [9], and the required runtime is also much less than that in [9]. The proposed enhanced zone-based algorithm also better the completion rate of I Route assignment. A 100% completion rate of I Route assignment for all circuits is achieved in this work.

Table 3 lists the results of the proposed routing flow. Under the pre-designed constraints, the proposed routing flow yielded a crosstalk-violation-free result in every circuit. Every routing case can be completed in twenty seconds with satisfying crosstalk constraints.

To discriminate the LSK variations of crosstalk violation paths, Fig. 9 displays the variation of LSK values of circuit s15850 before and after applying shielding wire insertion, where the y-coordinate denotes the LSK value and the x-coordinate denotes the path number of every crosstalk violation path. Xiong et al. [7] modeled the relationship among the number of shielding wires, the sensitivity rate and the noise bound as a linear property, which were obtained by experimenting on 10000 randomly generated routing results. Figures 10 and 11 depict the relationship between the number of shielding wires and LSK bound in circuit s38417 (pink curves). One common observation in all cases is that the reduced rate of the number of required shields was relatively significant before the LSK bound reaches a certain threshold value. The rate of decrease of the number of required shields became small when the LSK bound exceeded this threshold. This is because most LSK values of crosstalk violation paths were not much larger than 5000 (the LSK bound of the first two benchmarks) and 10000 (the LSK bound...
bound for the other benchmarks), i.e., most LSK values are less than the threshold value; thus many crosstalk violation paths become free of crosstalk violation since the LSK bound is less than the threshold value.

Since the benchmark circuits used in [7] and [12] are different from those in this work, it is infeasible to compare the quality among these three works. As runtime comparison, the maximum numbers of processed nets in [7] and [12] are 814 and 64 respectively and their runtimes are about 13106 seconds and 5 seconds. The maximum number of processed nets in this work is 14754 and the required runtime is about 20 seconds. It is obvious that this work is superior to the works in [7] and [12] in speed.

4.2 Increased Coupling Capacitance by Inserted Shields

Shield insertion can effectively decrease coupling inductance, but the coupling capacitance may be raised by the newly induced coupling capacitance between shields and their nearby I Routes. To estimate the variation of total coupling capacitance before and after shield insertion, the crosstalk model used in [13]–[15] is employed to calculate the total coupling capacitances of every circuit before and after shield insertion. The coupling capacitance between I Routes \(i\) and \(j\) is defined as:

\[
C_c(i, j) = \alpha \cdot f_{i,j} \cdot \frac{l_{i,j}}{d_{i,j}},
\]

where \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are technology-dependent constants, \(l_{i,j}\) is the coupling length, \(d_{i,j}\) is the wire spacing between I Routes \(i\) and \(j\) and \(f_{i,j}\) is the switching factor for I Routes \(i\) and \(j\). Two I Routes whose coupling length is larger than zero are evaluated using Eq. (8) for their coupling capacitance. The blue curves in Figs. 10 and 11 represents the relations between the increasing rate of total coupling capacitance caused by inserted shields and LSK bound for circuits \(S_{38417}\) and \(S_{38584}\). Since the increasing rates are very small, all increasing rates are multiplied by 100000 in Figs. 10 and 11. Table 4 lists the statistics of the increasing rate of total coupling capacitance caused by inserted shields and the number of inserted shields, where five different LSK bounds are conducted on every circuit. For every LSK bound, the increasing rate of total coupling capacitance and the number of inserted shields are listed in the left and right parts respectively. For every circuit, the bold increasing rate represents the largest increasing rate in all LSK bounds. The largest increasing rate happens as the maximum number of shields is inserted in five out of six cases. In circuit \(S_{9234}\), many of the early inserted shields are distributed to loose global cells and the early inserted shields lower the required number of shields inserted in congested global cells that are selected as routing regions to insert shields in subsequent iteration when the LSK bound is 3000. On the contrary, as the LSK bound is set as 5000, some paths that are regarded as inductive crosstalk violation under the LSK bound of 3000 become legal paths, and congested global cells are first selected as routing regions to insert shields such that the induced coupling capacitance increases significantly. However, the maximum increasing rate of total coupling capacitance in all cases is 0.8% and relatively small.

Table 4  Statistics of coupling capacitance increasing rates and inserted shield number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Coupling capacitance increasing rate (%)</th>
<th>Shield no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s5378</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s9234</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s13207</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s15850</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38417</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38584</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\cdot\) Coupling capacitance increasing rate (%) = \((\text{coupling capacitance after shield insertion} - \text{coupling capacitance before shield insertion}) / \text{coupling capacitance before shield insertion}\) \times 100.

Fig. 10  The pink curve represents the relation between the number of shields and LSK bound, while the blue curve represents the relation between the increasing rate of coupling capacitance and LSK bound, both in \(S_{38417}\).

Fig. 11  The pink curve represents the relation between the number of shields and LSK bound, while the blue curve represents the relation between the reduction rate of coupling capacitance and LSK bound, both in \(S_{38584}\).
5. Conclusions and Discussions

This study addresses the minimum shield insertion problem on full-chip RLC crosstalk budgeting routing according to a three-stage routing flow. In global routing, crosstalk and congestion are simultaneously considered by deriving the number of sensitive nets of the routed net and the space ratio of available tracks to total tracks. Track routing considers crosstalk minimization as well as track utilization. One difference between the proposed and previous algorithms is that the proposed algorithm simply marks IRoute as processed rather than removing it from the overlap graph, enabling the positioning of IRoutes near the high density zone so as to increase track utilization. Finally, the minimum shield insertion problem is transformed into a minimum column covering problem by constructing an LSK reduction table maintaining details of critical regions in which columns denote critical regions, rows denote crosstalk violation paths and LSK slack values, and every table item is the LSK reduced value after shield insertion in the critical region. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms can yield crosstalk violation-free track routing results with shielding wires more rapidly than the method of Xiong et al. [7].

The LSK inductance model adopted in this work is a parallel coplanar structure. The inductive effect decreases slowly with wire separation, and also appears between wires in different layers. Accurate analysis of RLC interconnection can be obtained with Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) method [16]. Besides, some researches, such as the work in [17], proposed a 3-D model that first individually establishes horizontal and vertical 2-D inductance models and then jointly integrates 2-D inductance models to form a complete 3-D inductance model. However the induced high computation complexity lowers its availability, especially in optimization problems. Furthermore, the scheme of shield insertion is hard to be employed for lowering inductive coupling between wires in different layers. For two wires in adjacent layers, no available space is reserved for shields. For two wires in different and non-adjacent layers that have the same preferable routing direction, such as $L_i$ and $L_{i+2}$ the routing plane in layer $L_{i+1}$ cannot accommodate shields for wires in layers $L_i$ and $L_{i+2}$ because the inserted shields have a common direction that is orthogonal to the preferable routing direction in layer $L_{i+1}$. Although with the limited application, the proposed algorithms can fast and efficiently minimize the coupling capacitance and solve inductance constraint violations in coplanar structure.
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